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electron current collection heating/damage during
positive bias
Power loss of the solar array due to parasitic electron current
collection in the thruster-plume plasma has been calculated for
various thruster plume environments, and has been found to be
a small fraction of the array power (<<5%) even with nongrouted cells. Previous testing [7] determined that spacing
between solar cells, cell-to-cell voltage difference, and the cell
current level strongly effects the generation of sustained and
temporary (non-sustained) arcs between the strings. Sufficient
gap spacing (> 1mm) at low cell-to-cell voltage (<100 V) and
reasonable cell currents (≤ 1A) are again found to eliminate
sustained arc generation independent of the string-to-plasma
HV bias voltage. However, negatively biased exposed triplepoints are easily activated by ion bombardment from the
thruster plume and can become significant field emitters. This
can lead to local heating damage at the insulator-metal
interface or become cell-to-cell arcs initiators. Triple points
must be shielded or encapsulated to avoid this damage
mechanism. Non-sustained “trigger arcs”, on the other hand,
have been found occur in space [8] and are non-damaging [9],
and can be eliminated nearly entirely by covering exposed
electrodes such that no direct current-return path is available.
Charging in this situation of the quartz cover glass on the
array is found to not generate trigger arcs and is not an issue
even at voltages up to 1 kV.
Electron current collection to exposed metal electrodes is
found to be a significant issue at high positive bias voltages.
The electron current is focused into a small area by the electric
fields associated with what is essentially a reversed-biased
triple point, resulting in significant localized heating. The
high power density generates local outgassing of the insulator
material in this region that is easily observed as a bright glow
due to the gas excitation by the energetic electrons, and can
cause damage to the cell edge, grouting or insulation layers.
Measurements of this effect show transient electron currents
that decrease with time representing conditioning of the
surfaces, and at high bias voltages transient electron currents
that continuously increase in time. The maximum voltage
rating for the string is then determined by a criterion for
decreasing electron currents with time to avoid runaway and
surface damage to the coupon. Complete encapsulation that
avoids exposed metals and triple-points eliminates this effect.
This is often used in commercial communications satellites,
and is essential for high voltage solar arrays operating in
electric thruster plumes to eliminate both arcing from
activated trigger points in negative bias situations and surface

Abstract— High power solar arrays are in development by
NASA for near term high power solar electric propulsion (SEP)
missions. These high voltage solar arrays utilize deployable
flexible blanket configurations and need to be able to operate in
the plasma environment of high power Hall thrusters operating
at 10’s of kilowatts of power. Array voltages of 300 to 800 V are
desired both to minimize the copper-bus mass in the system, and
to potentially operate the SEP Hall thrusters directly at high
specific impulse without an in-series power processing. Coupons
with several strings of solar cells are tested to high positive and
negative bias in a plasma environment representative of the edge
of Hall thruster plumes. Proper encapsulation of the exposed
metals and triple-points is required to avoid excessive current
collection and arc initiation. Fully encapsulated test coupons
have been successfully tested at the highest anticipated thrusterplume plasma densities at voltages from 600-1000 V, which
enables both very-high power arrays and direct drive
configurations for SEP missions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

High power solar arrays capable of running at voltages
well in excess of the 100-V commercial and 160-V Space
Station state-of-the art are in development by NASA for near
term high power solar electric propulsion (SEP) missions [1].
These high voltage (HV) solar arrays utilize deployable
flexible blanket configurations such as Ultraflex/Megaflex [2]
and ROSA [3], and are intended to operate in the plasma
environment of high power Hall thrusters operating at 10’s of
kilowatts of power. Solar array voltages of 300 to 800 V are
desired both to minimize the copper-bus mass in the high
power arrays, and to potentially operate the Hall thrusters
directly at high specific impulse without an in-series powerprocessing unit using Direct Drive Technology [4].
Testing of HV solar array coupons in this plasma
environment with representative numbers of solar cells is
required to determine the maximum operating voltage. The
Hall thruster plume environment is predicted using a new
model that is an upgrade of the EPIC code [5,6]. Plasma
densities over this size of array are predicted to be as high as
1012m-3 to 1014m-3 depending on the thruster parameters. The
floating potential (bias) of the array depends strongly on the
background environment (LEO–GEO) and if the thruster or
thruster neutralizer cathode is operating. In these situations,
there are several possible failure mechanisms:
1. power loss due to parasitic current collection
2. cell-to-cell or string-to-string arcing during negative
bias due to inverted gradient charging
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damage from excessive electron current collection in positive
bias situations. Fully encapsulated test coupons have been
successfully tested at the highest anticipated thruster-plume
plasma densities at voltages from 600-1000 V, which enables
both very-high power arrays and direct drive configurations
for SEP missions.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The solar cell coupons were tested in a 0.8m dia. by 2-m
long stainless steel vacuum system shown in Figure 1. Testing
was performed in a xenon plasma environment, and the
pumping speed of the cyropumped vacuum system in xenon
was about 1250 l/sec. The base pressure was typically in the
10-8 torr range. During normal operation of the system, the total
flow into the chamber was less than 10 sccm of xenon, and the
chamber pressure remained in the 10-5 torr range.

Fig. 2. Typical test configuration inside the vacuum system.

this plasma source arrangement at the solar cell coupon target
location is shown in Figure 3. These density and temperatures
are achieved by proper selection of the discharge current, gas
flow rate through the cathode and into the chamber, and
cathode keeper current. Higher temperatures are achievable by
this hollow cathode plasma source system, but are not normally
found in the Hall thruster plume plasmas and so not plotted in
this figure.

Fig. 1. JPL high-voltage test facility.

The plasma enviroment utilized for the coupon testing was
designed to match the predictions of Hall thruster plume
modeling [6] for high power SEP missions. The plasma density
is found to be in the range of 106 to 108 cm-3, depending on the
distance from the thruster. This density is well in excess of
that found in LEO, and the plasma induced breakdown events
are dominated by this high plasma density compared to LEO.
In addition, the electron temperature is in the 2 to 4 eV range,
significantly higher than LEO orbits. For this reason, a special
plasma source had to be constructed to that spans this large
range of relatively higher density and temperature than
previous environment testing of solar cells and arrays. The
plasma source consists of a hollow cathode discharge with the
anode of the discharge the large stainless steel chamber walls.
The discharge is run with laboratory power supplies, and the
gas flow was controlled by MKS digital mass flow controllers.
The power supplies and flow controllers are monitored and
controlled by a Labview computer system.

Fig. 3. Simultaneous plasma density and temperatures available from the
hollow cathode plasma system.

The hollow cathode is positioned about 1 m from the
sample plane to provide a uniform plasma across the coupon
surface. Figure 4 shows radial profiles measured at different
discharge currents by scanning the spherical probe radially just
in front of the coupon plane. The plasma profile is relatively
flat across the test coupon area.
The solar cells are biased relative to the chamber ground,
which is the anode of the discharge. Low temperature plasmas
like the one generated in this facility have a plasma potential
that is normally within about one electron temperature of the
anode potential to preserve charge neutrality. This is illustrated
in the Langmuir trace from the spherical probe shown in
Figure 5. In this case, the knee in the curve associated with the
plasma potential is within a couple volts of the ground and
anode potential. This means that the bias applied to the solar
cells relative to ground is also relative to the local plasma
potential, and the ions and electrons bombarding the coupon
arrive with the bias energy within a couple percent.

A photo of a typical test configuration inside the vacuum
chamber is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the hollow
cathode is on the left and probe and 2-string array in the
tensioning frame is located 1 m away. All solar cell coupons
were vacuum baked out to 125 ˚C prior to testing in the plasma
environment. The plasma parameters are measured by a
spherical Langmuir probe placed next to the cells on the
coupon. The plasma density and temperature available from
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biased relative to the ground anode wall throug a series
resistor. The current measurement is made by the computer
system by monitoring the voltage drop across a small resistor,
and the voltage measurment uses a high voltage divider to
couple the high voltage bias into the computer system.

Fig. 4 Plasma density profiles at four discharge currents across the face
of the sample coupon.

Fig. 7. Test circuit for positive bias experiments. The series resistor is
typically chosen to limit the current to 0.1 A in the event of a breakdown
or fault.

The test circuit for negative bias is shown in Fig. 8. A
Kepco Bipolar power supply capable of responding to
commands at over 30 kHz is used to provide string-to-string
bias votlage up to 200 V. An analog circuit monitors the
current through a Pearson current transformer (CT) and turns
off the string-to-string bias voltage to avoid damaging the solar
coupons if a arc current in the Kepco leg is detected and
persists for more than 10 msec. The size of the capacitor used
in the circuit is selected to simulate solar array to spacecraft
common capacitance, and is normally set to 0.1 nF.

Fig. 5 Typical Langmuir trace from the test facility spherical probe
showing the plasma potential close to the anode/ground potential.

III.

TEST CIRCUIT

The photovoltaic coupons consist of a frame of anodied
material of 0.1 to 0.5 m2 in area with a flexible fiberglass mesh
backing spring loaded within the frame. The solar cells are
typically bounded to a kapton sheet, which in turn is attached
to the mesh at several discrete locations. The example shown
in Fig. 2 had 8 cells configured in 2 strings. Another typical
configuration is shown in Fig. 6, which consisted of 16 cells
arranged in 4 strings. The cell-to-cell distance and the string-tostring distance are controlled for each of the coupons tested.
The test circuit for positive biasing is shown in Fig. 7. In
this case, the strings are connected together at both ends and

Fig. 8 Test circuit for ngative bias experiments. The parallel capacitor is
selected to simulate array to spacecraft capacitance.
Fig. 6 Typical test configuration with 16 cells arranged in four strings and
attached to the fiberglass mess and suspended in the test frame.
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IV.

TEST RESULTS

A large number of coupons have been tested utilizing cells
from most of the current vendors of space hardware that have
different techniques of cell coverage, encapsulation and
grouting. Tests with both positive and negative biasing have
been performed to investigate the effect of relatively large
electron currents during positive bias and arc generation during
negative bias.
A. Positive Bias Tests
Initial testing was performed on non-grouted CICs
(Coverglass Integrated Cells) that have cover glass but some
exposed cell edges and metal contacts to assess the electron
current collection magnitude at bias high voltages. Figure 9
shows the “parasitic” electron current collected during positive
biasing of a non-grouted array of 16 cells for two plasma
densities. The collected electron current exceeded 1 mA at
voltages of less than 150 V, and exhibited conditioning
behavior in which the current was observed to decrease with
time. This behavior is associated with modification of the
surface due to the electron collection, and is a result of heating
of the surface by energetic electron bombardment.

Fig.10 Transition of the non-grouted cell collection of electron current to
a glow discharge during positive bias testing.

shows the electron current collection and bias voltage versus
time for this sample at the nominal plasma density of 10-7cm-3.
The current steadly increased to in excess of 1 mA as the
voltage approached 500 V, and ocassionaly current bursts were
observed. After a short break, the voltage was ramped up
again and large spikes (>6 mA) were observed. The coupon
settled out at collecting about 2 mA of current at 480 V, but
still exhibited ocassional current spikes.

Fig. 9 Parasitic electron current collection during positive bias of nongrouted coupon.

If the power density of the electron current collection is
sufficeintly large to cause material modification and
outgassing, the collection site will transition from a spacecharge limited collector to a glow-discharge anode. This is
observed as large and sometimes unstable current collection,
and may be seen as a local visible glow on the surface if the
current is sufficiently high. Figure 10 shows the electron
current collection for the non-grouted coupon as the bias
voltage is increased to over 250 V. In this case, the collected
current was sufficiently high (> 5mA) to be easily seen as a
glowing region on the cell edge. The current also changed with
time (notice two points shown at the same voltage in the plot)
due to surface modificaiton and the local plasma discharge.
High current collection effects like this have also been
attributed to “snap-over” [10] where the surface potential
enhances electron collection. While this effect may contribute
to the amount of electron collection at high votlage, the visual
observation of localized glows indicates local gas generation
due to surface modifications (melting and vaporization) and the
initiation of a plasma discharge.

Fig. 11 Electron current and voltage on a grouted cell versus time at a
density of 107cm-3 showing large spikes and >1 mA of current.

As the density was increased, the current collection also
increased. Figure 12 shows the performance of the same

Fig. 12 Electron current and voltage on a grouted cell versus time
showing reduced current collection at voltages below 200 V, but >10 mA
of current at voltages in excess of 350 V for this coupon.

The non-grouted sample was partially grouted by hand and
retested to investigate the effect of collection area. Figure 11
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coupon as in Fig. 11 but at a density of 5x107cm-3. The current
collectin at 450 V exceeded 10 mA, and visual glows were
easly seen on the cell edges. Figure 13 shows a close-up
photograph of the cell edges where the bright glows were
observed. Clearly there was surface damage in this region
corresponding to the high electron current collection that
resulted in gas generation and the local bright glow discharge
spots.

voltage step. However, if the voltage is applied quickly, the
surface cannot outgas and the increased gas release causes the
current collection to ramp-up rapily to where the heating runs
away. At that point, even fixing the voltage to a low level of
150 V cause the current to increase steadly with time. This
siutation usually does not recovere (does not stop increasing),
and significant damaage to the cell edges and insulators occurs.
In all cases testing had to stop in this situation because the
maximum voltage that the surface could withstand to localized
electron heating from the given plasma density had been
exceeded.
Proper encapsulation and/or grouting of the cell edges and
metallic surface on the CIC to eliminate electron current
collection paths permits much higher voltage to be achieved.
Figure 15 shows an example of a well encapsulated coupon
achieving 1 kV bias voltage without current runaway for the
maximum plasma density expected (≈108cm-3). There is some
small activity on the surface associated with surface
conditioning and outgassing (<0.3 mA), but nothing excessive
an no damage could be detected after the testing was
completed.

Fig. 13 Photographs of the cell edge region after test of Fig. 12 showing
localized damage spots and melting of the kapton insulation in this
region. Each of the damage spots corresponded to visual light emission
sites.

The electron heating and damage of the cell edges and
insulators on these samples was exacerbated because of the fact
that the conductor-insulator-vacuum interface is a classic
“triple-point” where the local vacuum electric field is enhanced
by the physical structure of the metal-dielectric interface. The
higher electric field focuses the electron current into a smaller
area, which increases the deposited power density. This is the
main effect of parasitic electron current collection at positive
biases, and is the main cause of damage to the surfaces.
Time dependent behavior of electron collection by solar
cells exposed to a plasma has been seen before [11]. In some
cases the power density is low enough that the surface
“conditions”, where the gas evolution and collected current
decreases in time. If the power density is too high, the material
is significantly damaged and melted, which increases the gas
evolution with time and causes the current to increase
continuously. This behavior is shown in Figure 14, where the
sample is positively biased with slowly increasing voltages
steps and the collected current decreases with time after every

Fig. 15 Collected electron current and voltage versus time for a fully
encapsulated coupon at the maximum expected plasma density. Bias
voltages of up to 1 kV are easily achieved with low electron current
collection (<0.3 mA) and stable performance (no current runaway).

It is not unusal for electron current spikes to be observed
during some of these tests. Figure 16 shows the case of a fully
grouted coupon that achieved 600 V bias voltage with a very
low collected current (0.1 mA). The coupon experienced a
momentary 0.45 mA current spike, but after the spike the
current returned to the 0.1 mA level and continued to decrease
with time. Subsequent applications of high bias voltage did not
cause further spikes to occur. This current collection spike
likely occurred due to an outgassing event of some trapped gas,
and once that gas was liberated the glow discharge anode
plasma extinguished and the surface returned to the static case.
As stated earlier, full encapsulation and/or grouting of the
cell edges, interconnects and metallic surfaces to completely
cover potential electron current collection areas eliminates this
parasitic electron current and heating issue. Figure 17 shows a
fully encapsulated coupon collected current and bias voltage
versus time. The collected electron current in this case was
less than 0.1 mA over the 20-cell coupon, and no current spikes

Fig. 14 Colected electron current and voltage versus time for a grouted
coupon showing conditioning (current decrease with time) for slowly
outgassed coupons, and increasing current with time and test failure for
rapid voltage application that does not permit outgasing of the surface.
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which is set up to interrupt the current if a sustained arc is
triggered and lasts for more than 1 msec. However, no
sustained arcs were ever detected for the 3 mm string-string
spacing coupons, even when the string to string voltage was
increased to 200 V.
Figure 18 shows the typical current waveform captured by
the computer system for a trigger arc that occurred at -500 V
bias. The duration was less typically 2 to 5 msec, and the peak
current ranged from 5 A to the case shown of 25 A. Trigger
arcs were seldom observed, even at the maximum negative bias
tested of 600 V, and sustained arcs were never observed.

Fig. 16 Collected electron current and voltage versus time for a fully
encapsulated coupon. Bias voltages of up to 600 V was easily achieved
with low current collection (<0.1 mA) and decreasing current after a
surface conditioning spike was observed.

were observed. This behavior is indicative of a high quality
encapsulation that does not have significant exposed metallic
collection areas so that electron heating and outgassing does
not occur.

Fig. 18 Typical trigger arc current waveform. Arc duration was less than
5 msec and the current ranged from 5 to 22 A.

These tests were not intended to establish a new design for
the cell layout for high voltage arrays, but to verify that the
design guidelines in the literature (≥3mm sting spacing at a
maximum voltage of 100 V and a maximum current of about 1
A) still applied for the high plasma densities associated with
high power Hall thruster applications. Any cell layout design
that had sufficient encapsulation to pass the positive current
collection test was found to pass the negative biasing tests.
Fig. 17 Collected electron current and voltage versus time for a fully
encapsulated coupon. Bias voltages of up to 600 V was easily achieved
with low current collection (<0.1 mA) and no current spikes.

Finally, cell layouts that are not full encapsulated and
coated will have metallic surfaces in contact with insulators
exposed to the plasma. This is again a classic “triple point”,
except that in this case the negative bias causes the enhanced
electric field to initiate field emission of electrons from the
interface. In addition, the presence of ion bombardment from
the plasma tends to enhance the electric field further (called
“activating” the triple point) by charging the insulator surfaces.
These ions are actually focused into the triple point in the same
way as electrons are during positive bias, which increase the
current density and power denstiy locally.

B. Negative Bias Tests
For negative bias tests, the circuit shown in Fig. 8 was used
to provide the string-to-string voltage characteristic of a solar
array and a bias of the srings relative to the spacecraft as found
in a space environment. As with the positive bias tests, the
negative bias tests were performed at high plasma densities
(>107cm-3) characteristic of Hall thruster plumes in high power
SEP missions. Similar breakdown tests were performed at
MSFC some years ago at bias voltages up to 500 V [12]. The
coupon cell and string spacings in our tests were designed to be
in the “always safe” regime of Bodeau [13] to avoid arc
breakdown, which nomially required string spacings of ≥3 mm,
maximum cell-to-cell voltages of 100 V, and maximum arc
currents of about 1 A. The circuit was set up to detect trigger
arcs, which are momentary non-sustained arcs that can
sometimes initiate sustained or partially sustained arcs between
the strings driven by the solar cell current. In this test circuit,
the string to string current is provided by the Kepco supply,

Figure 19 shows a coupon with the strings biased to -150 V
with 60 V string-to-sting voltage. The exposed triple points on
this coupon are field emitting in the nominal 1.5x107 cm-3
plasma density and exciting the background gas. There is
likely also some gas evolution from the triple points due to the
ion bombardment in the high electric field region. This is an
extremely dangerous situation because the higher neutral gas
density and field emission is a valid trigger mechanism for arc
initiation. Even without arc initiation, the ion bombardment
and clear gas evolution indicates surface modification, which is
not desirable for a long duration space mission.
6
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experiments, parasitic electron current collection is not a
significant issue in terms of power loss, but is a significant
issue due to heating and damage of the solar cells and
insulators. The high power density of the collected electron
current focused into small areas by the high electric fields
associated with positively biased triple points caused surface
damage and outgassing. This outgassing triggers a local glow
discharge at the surface with the local region acting like a
plasma anode, which further increases the electron collection
area, electron current and effective power deposition. If the
collection area is small enough, the electron current is small
and any outgassing can be conditioned away (decreasing
electron current with time). This condition appears to be
stable and sustainable for high voltage operation. In the event
that the outgassing is significant, the current runs away with
time and the system will ultimately degrade and fail.
Additional measurements of this failure threshold are needed
to quantify what represents too much collected electron
current at a given array voltage.
To avoid this problem, full encapsulation is required.
Fortunately, flexible blanket arrays do not necessarily have a
grounded support structure and the cells are typically mounted
to an insulating sheet. This means that the rear surface is fully
insulated and only the front surface requires special care to
cover the metallic surfaces. Complete cover glass, full
encapsulation, and/or full grouting of the front surface is
needed. Fortunately, standard “wet-sponge” tests of
encapsulation, where a damp sponge is used as a high-voltage
probe in contact with the surface, provides a good indicator if
the surface coverage is sufficient. Coupons that pass the wetsponge test usually pass the positive bias plasma tests, which
will hopefully provide an array-manufacturing screening test
that supplants the need for a plasma test.
Triple points are a large concern for high voltage solar
arrays. In positive bias situations, triple points enhance the
deposited power density on the surface leading to surface
modifications and unstable operation. In negative bias
situations, activated triple points are strong field emitters in
the thruster plume plasmas, which contribute to the surface
modification issues and can readily lead to arc formation.
Exposed triple points must be avoided or covered in all cases.
It should be pointed out that classic techniques to avoid
charging of the array or cells by providing surface treatments
that bleed accumulating charges to some ground return surface
are not good for a high density plasma environment. First,
conductive coatings will simply collect electron current, which
leads to power deposition and electrical losses. Second, the
presence of a ground surface provides something for the
surface to arc to. Without a return path, the surface will
simply charge and be neutralized by either the space
environment or by the thruster plume plasma when the
thruster or their cathodes are operating. Third, doping
insulators and grouting with carbon particles in an attempt to
provide resistivity for bleeding off charge just introduces more
triple points. Experiments with doped grouting showed the
highest field emission current of any of the test coupons
during negative biasing testing due to the multitude of
activated triple points.

Fig. 19 Activated triple points emittting current from the coupon
surface. The light is excitation of the gas in the chamber from the field
emission points on the edge of the cells.

In the literature, it was often stated [10, 12] that when the
negatively biased surface showed an emission current of
greater than some given amount, this was attributed to an arc
and the specimum under test called a failure. In reality, this
was usually just an activated triple point and the “arc” was just
field emission. If allowed to continue, it may sometimes
transition into a full arc, but threshold emission can sometimes
also condition away the triple point by ion sputtering and not
lead to an arc.
Fully encapsulated cells showed few trigger arcs and no
currents or arcing at negative bias voltages of up to 600 V and
string to string voltages of up to 200 V. Figure 20 shows an
example of the current and voltage as a function of time in one
test where no activity was detected for 600 V bias voltages.

Fig. 20 Negative bias voltage and current versus time on a coupon with
fuly encapsulated cells showing no arcs or currents drawn for bias
voltages of up to 600 V.

V.

DISCUSSION

These experiments have exposed two fundamental issues
with high voltage solar arrays that were either not considered
in previous tests described in the literature or were not
correctly identified in the past.
In the positive bias
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[4]

These results suggest that full encapsulation and allowing
for surface charging is essential for high voltage solar array
operation in SEP thruster plumes. The historical concern
about trigger arc damage has been mitigated by Vayner’s
work [9] that showed no damage occurs from non-sustained
trigger arcs, and the work of Ferguson and Katz [8] who
showed that trigger arcs occur less frequently than previously
thought [14]. Fully encapsulated coupons have been
successfully tested at the highest anticipated thruster-plume
plasma densities (108cm-3) and representative electron
temperatures (2-4 eV) at bias voltages from 600-1000 V and
string-to-string voltage up to 200 V, which enables very-high
power arrays and direct drive configurations for future SEP
missions.
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Overview

• High power solar arrays are in development by NASA for high
power solar electric propulsion (SEP) missions.
• These utilize deployable flexible blanket configurations
• Need to be able to operate in the plasma environment of high
power Hall thrusters operating at 10’s of kilowatts
• Array voltages of 300 to 800 V are desired both to minimize the
copper-bus mass in the system, and to potentially operate the
SEP Hall thrusters directly at high specific impulse without an inseries power processing unit.
• Coupons with several strings of solar cells are tested to high
positive and negative bias in a plasma environment
representative of the edge of Hall thruster plumes.
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High Power Solar Array Environment
30 kW ROSA Array System Example
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•

Plume Model vs. Flight Data: EPIC plume model is in good agreement for calculation using
measured electron temperature.

•

Plasma density over the wings ranges from 106 – 108 cm-3
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EP Thruster Determines Array Floating Potentials

•

•

+100 V

φ plasma

Two grounding schemes:

e.g. NASA’s Dawn Spacecraft

–

Array “floats” at ≈75% of array voltage

2. Direct Drive (or Cathode
Common at S/C Ground)

+300 V

–

“Cathode Common” tied to the low side of
the array

–

Hall thruster anode tied to array high side

–

“Parasitic” currents flow through the plume

–

Reduced arcing!

–

BUT high positive potential electron
collection!

eSolar
Array

100 − φ plasma
0V

I+
− φ plasma

0V

1. EP System electrically isolated
from spacecraft ground through
a resistor
–

plasma

s/c

Electrons and ions from the
thruster plume plasma are
collected by exposed potentials
on the solar array

e-

Hall Thruster Direct Drive
Thruster Plume Plasma

Solar
Array
Hollow Cathode

0V

Hall

Cathode Common Thruster
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Test Facility for HV Arrays
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Test Facility

Plasma source (left) and test region (right)
with first test article installed

• Test facility is a stainless steel vacuum system 0.8m dia.x2 m long,
1250 l/s Xe pumping, 1x10-5 Pa base pressure
• Plasma source is a hollow cathode discharge, constrained to 0.01 Pa
maximum background operating pressure
• Diagnostics include spherical Langmuir probe, high voltage
diagnostics and current diagnostics
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Test Facility Plasma Parameters

Examples of simultaneous plasma density and temperatures available from
the hollow cathode plasma system.
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Test Facility Plasma Parameters

Plasma density profiles at four
discharge currents across the
face of the sample coupon.

Typical Langmuir trace from
the test facility showing
plasma potential close to the
anode/ground potential.

Relatively uniform plasma

Ion/electron bombardment
at HV bias potential
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Test Plan Summary

• Two series of tests are performed on each of the solar cell coupons.
• Test Series 1: Parasitic Current Collection (+ bias)
- Test circuit on the right (Fig. 5) will be used following the ISO Standard 8.0
- The positive bias voltage will be increased in vacuum from 0 to 1000 V
in 50 V steps and the current measured at each step
- The bias voltage will be increased in the plasma plume environment
from 0 to 1000 V in 20 V steps and the current measured at each step
- Test multiple values for the densities and electron temperatures

• Test Series 2: Arcing (- bias)
- The circuit on the right (Fig. 13) will be used following the ISO Standard 7.0
- The cell-strings will be biased ≤100 V apart by the DC power supply
- The negative bias voltage will be increased from 0 to 1000 V in
50 V steps in vacuum and trigger arcs and any secondary arcs counted
- The negative bias voltage will be increased from 0 to 1000 V in steps
in the plume plasma environment and trigger arc and any secondary arcs counted
- Tests at several plasma conditions (ne and Te) performed
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Arrays on Coupon Design to Avoid Arcing

3 mm
gaps

• ≤100 V
between
strings
• < 2A
string
currents

Bodeau, 11th SCTC, #10-1176
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Test Coupon

Typical test configuration with 16 cells arranged in four strings and
attached to the fiberglass mess and suspended in the test frame.
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Positive Bias Test Results – non-grouted coupon

• Parasitic electron current
collection during positive bias of
non-grouted coupon.
• Current increases with voltage,
decreases with time due to
“conditioning”

• Transition of the non-grouted
cell collected current to a glow
discharge during positive bias.
• Localized glow due to
heating and gas evolution
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Heating Significant on Insulators
♦ Triple point geometry
– Insulator, conductor, plasma
interface

e-

♦ Potentials can migrate to
insulators if cell voltage greater
than 1st crossover on the
secondary electron Yield curve

300 V
Heat Flow 

– ~50 V for Kapton

♦ Insulator temperature rise
>>100°C
– Causes local outgassing and
contributes to plasma discharge
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Time Dependent Behavior – partially grouted cells

Electron current and voltage
on a poorly grouted cell
versus time at a density of
107 cm-3 showing large
spikes and >1 mA of current.

Electron current and voltage on a
partially grouted cell versus time
showing reduced current
collection at voltages below
200 V, but >10 mA of current at
voltages in excess of 350 V.
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Damage due to Electron Collection

Bright spots during positive bias correspond to high heat flux
and outgassing regions, indicative of material damage
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Unstable Operation

Collected electron current and voltage versus time for a grouted coupon
showing conditioning (current decrease with time) for slowly outgassed
coupons, and increasing current with time and test failure for rapid voltage
application that does not permit outgassing of the surface.
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Fully Encapsulated/grouted Samples

Collected electron current and voltage versus time for a fully
encapsulated coupon. Bias voltages of up to 600 V was easily
achieved with low current collection (<0.1 mA) and decreasing current
after a surface conditioning spike was observed.
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Conductor-Dielectric-Plasma Triple Points
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Disk on Kapton

♦ Positive potential on conductor
– Electrons strike dielectric and generate
secondary electrons

Positive
Potentials

Negative
Potentials

– Result: enhanced collection & reduced edge
fields
e-

e+V

Dielectric

♦ Negative potential on conductor
– Ions strike dielectric and generate secondary
electrons
+

I

– Result: enhanced edge fields & arcing

e-V

Dielectric

Theory: Mandell, M. J., and Katz, I., "Potentials in a Plasma Over a Biased
Pinhole," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-30(6), p. 4307, 1983.

Data: N.J. Stevens, et al., AIAA 78-672
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Negative Bias

Typical trigger arc current waveform.
Arc duration was less than 5 msec
and the current ranged from 5 to 22 A
for all trigger arcs detected. Trigger
arcs were seldom detected and no
sustained arcing was observed.

Activated triple points emitting current
from the coupon surface. The light is
excitation of the gas in the chamber
from the field emission points on the
edge of the cells.
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Negatively biased test coupons with triple point emission
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Primary Arcs Pose No Real Threat to SAS Arrays

• Most recent results from: Vayner & Galofaro, “ POSSIBLE DECLINE
IN SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE DUE TO ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGES IN ORBIT” (AIAA 2013-0811)
– “Even though the probability of primary arc with current above 2 A
flowing during more than 100 μs through cathode spot on cell edge is
very low (never seen), no one can exclude the possibility of such event.”
– “And, because of damaging effects caused by such arc were estimated
being below 2%, the overall degradation of solar array containing many
thousands cells would be very gradual”

• The work of Ferguson and Katz (reported at this conference)
showed that trigger arcs occur much less frequently than previously
thought.
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Negative Bias Results

No trigger arcs or current observed for fully encapsulated cells
during negative bias testing at -600 V
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Conclusion

• The maximum voltage rating for the solar array strings is determined
by a criterion for decreasing electron current collection with time to
avoid runaway and surface damage to the coupon at high voltage.
• Complete encapsulation that avoids exposed metals and triple-points
eliminates this current collection problem.
- This is often used in commercial communications satellites, and is essential
for high voltage solar arrays operating in electric thruster plumes to
eliminate both arcing from activated trigger points in negative bias
situations and surface damage from excessive electron current collection in
positive bias situations.

• Negatively biased coupons that were properly designed and fully
encapsulated showed very few trigger arcs and no sustained arcs
• Fully encapsulated test coupons have been successfully tested at the
highest anticipated thruster-plume plasma densities (108cm-3) at
voltages from 600-1000 V, which enables both very-high power arrays
and direct drive configurations for SEP missions.
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